
Africa’s Best Kept Secret

Spa Menu & Portfolio

Built to embrace the natural environment, the spa features 17 

generous treatment rooms, all with wonderful views over the native 

bush and surrounding gardens.

The eco-design incorporates natural materials, with thatch and living 

roofs which invite game to graze gracefully in full view. Facilities include 

a glass fronted four chair Hand and Foot Massage lounge, Moroccan 

�avoured Rassoul, Floatation Pool, Kneipp Therapy Pools, open-air 

Jacuzzi, Saunas, Steam rooms and Re�ections lounge.



Thai Melon and Honey Facial    60 minutes

The ingredients used in this facial have been used in Thai beautifying rituals for 
centuries. Fresh cucumber is known for its cooling properties on the skin. Melon is 
high in antioxidants and honey is a good nourishing, hydrating and skin plumping 
ingredient. This facial is good for all skin types, from sensitive to tired skin. This 
treatment includes a head massage that will completely relax you.

Uplifting Grapefruit Facial    60 minutes

Fresh grapefruit, which is high in vitamin C, safely and naturally treats uneven skin 
tone while revealing new found luminosity. The restorative properties help to tone and 
even skin colour, while gently cleansing the skin. This leaves your skin looking healthy 
and feeling deeply and radiantly clean. This facial is good for combination to oily skin, 
good for men and sports people. This treatment makes you relax completely and 
reduces environmental stress on your skin by rehydrating, re-mineralizing, 
rejuvenating and revitalizing. This treatment includes a head massage that will 
completely relax you.

Passion Fruit Vitamin C Facial   60 minutes

This treatment is designed to aid in the restoration of sun damaged and pigmented 
skin. Radiance and tone is restored through stimulation of the skin. Vitamin C 
concentrate combat the effects of environmental stress by rehydrating, re-
mineralizing and detoxifying. Rejuvenate and revitalize with this beautiful 
combination. This treatment includes a head massage that will completely relax you.

Skin Care
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Skin Care

 
Avocado Firming Facial - Seasonal  60 minutes

An intensive �rming and rich moisturizer, lifting and toning face massage, cleansed 

and exfoliated face, neck and shoulder. Ideal for skin that needs a lift with renewed 

moisture and exfoliated face, restoring compactness tone and luminosity. Perfect for 

dry skin types wanting to target lines while boosting elasticity and suppleness. This 

treatment includes a head massage that will completely relax you .

Green Tea Detoxifying Facial    60 minutes

Purifying and detoxi�cation improves skin texture. This facial puri�es, re-mineralizes, 

and hydrates while enhancing clarity. This treatment with its deep exfoliation 

properties helps create a smooth and compact feel to the skin. This treatment 

includes a head massage that will completely relax you.
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Body Essen�als
Maldivian Black Pepper Scrub   30 minutes

This scrub energizes the system to alleviate fatigue. It is an excellent skin enlivening 
and nourishing scrub that gently warms the body. Black pepper is good for 
combatting joint and muscle aches and cellulite. 

Cocunut Body Polish     30 minutes

This is a very gentle scrub with a great coconut aroma. Coconut is an important 
ingredient in both the Asian kitchen and spa. Here it is combined with the skin 
soothing properties a rich, oily moisturizer. This scrub leaves your skin looking 
recharged and vitalized.

Lime and Ginger Salt Body Polish   30 minutes

Invigorating Ginger stimulates metabolism and tones the body. Lime peel energizes, 
cleanses and puri�es the skin. Sea salt helps to exfoliate and re- mineralizes skin.  
This treatment  helps skin regain its natural moisture, balance and silky softness.
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Classic Coffee Scrub     30 minutes

Give your skin a wake-up call with our exfoliating Coffee Scrub. Coffee, a diuretic, 

combined with mineral milk and honey, increases lymphatic drainage and rids the 

body of toxins. This scrub leaves your skin �rm and silky smooth and helps rid the 

body of cellulite. 

Green Tea Scrub      30 minutes

A Green Tea Scrub removes dull dead skin through exfoliation, revealing the smooth, 

vibrant skin beneath. Green tea is renowned for its skin-healing and detoxifying 

properties. It not only eliminates free radicals, but also helps reactivate dying skin cells 

and improves the condition of upper layer skin.

Ginger Scrub       30 minutes

This scrub relaxes and rejuvenates your mind and body and clears your skin. Ginger 

quickly penetrates the skin and causes a heating and stimulating effect on the whole 

body, giving you energy. Ginger with its pungent warmth is believed to awaken vitality 

and ignites the body's �re.

Body Essen�als
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Body Essen�als
Green Tea Wrap      30 minutes

Green tea powder is high in antioxidants. Rice milk and milk promote beautiful, 
healthy vibrant skin. A body wrap can cleanse the body of toxins as well as slim, tone 
and improve the texture of the skin. A green tea body wrap is a great way to rejuvenate 
the mind body and spirit.

Ginger Wrap       30 minutes

Ginger body wrap can help in healing of skin problems, tone, detoxifying, improve 
circulation, alleviate muscle and joint pain, stimulation, energizing & help to mobilize 
fats so that it can be eliminated from the body naturally.

Classic Coffee Wrap     30 minutes

Give your skin a wake-up call with our Coffee Wrap. Coffee, a diuretic, combined with 
mineral milk and honey, increases lymphatic drainage and rids the body of toxins. The 
wrap leaves your skin �rm and silky smooth and helps rid the body of cellulite.

Maldivian Black Pepper Wrap   30 minutes

This wrap energizes the system to alleviate fatigue. It is an excellent skin enlivening 
and nourishing wrap that gently warms the body. Black pepper is good for combating 
joint and muscle aches and cellulite. 
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Body Essen�als
Green Tea, Ginger and Lemongrass Wrap 30 minutes

This wrap uses a combination of rejuvenating and warming herbs to stimulate the �ow 
of energy within the body. Green tea is high in antioxidants that promote beautiful, 
healthy and vibrant skin as well as cleanse the body of toxins, while Lemongrass and 
Ginger help purify and ease tired and sore muscles.

Nourishing Coconut Wrap    30 minutes

Embark on a tropical journey with this Coconut and Honey body cocoon, leaving your 
skin and body feeling nourished and moisturized.

Lanna hot oils, hair and scalp treatment 60 minutes

This blissful treatment is great for releasing tension in the head area and also soaks 
warm nourishing oils into the scalp, leaving hair lustrous and healthy. 

Asian Hand And Foot Ritual    60 minutes

In Thailand hands and feet are a re�ection of beauty and grace. Enlivening ingredients 
will soothe, heal and nourish your skin, leaving your hands and feet regenerated.  
Relax whilst looking out at the beautiful surroundings and landscape, listening to the 
sounds nature has to offer. This treatment includes a 15minute hand and foot 
massage.
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Floatation       30 minutes
Your body is suspended in highly salted water, creating a feeling of absolute 
weightlessness. External sensations of light, sound, touch and gravity are all 
removed. The room temperature is set to match your body temperature. This womb 
like environment has a far reaching effect creating incredibly deep relaxation and 
removing all traces of stress.

Rassoul        45 minutes
Originating from Morocco, this body treatment uses exfoliation and steam to nourish 
and enrich. A gentle body brush exfoliates your skin after which your body is wrapped 
in mineral rich mud and delicately steamed. Soft rain showers off residue product and 
skin emerges softened and plumped. Prior to embarking on any of our Signature Spa 
Journeys, we recommend this essential priming treatment.

The Detox Herbal Bath     45 minutes
This is the bath to take when you need to cleanse both mind and body. Epsom Salts 
are known to detoxify and re-mineralize, whist Thai herbs and ginger are selected for 
their cleansing and stimulating properties, leaving you meditative in mind and 
composed in body. Ideal for dry skin and combatting cellulite.             

Body Treatments
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Karkloof Thai Yoga Massage   90minutes

This unique free �owing connective tissue massage with body rocking and diagonal 
stretching combines deep tissue, pressure point and stretching techniques to 
diminish tension and stimulate metabolism. Tissues are spread, lengthened and 
supported to improve posture and internal body systems. Thai stretching techniques 
affect the entire body, increasing mobility, relieving pain, releasing both deep and 
super�cial tension.

Karkloof Aroma Thai Massage   90minutes

Experience the therapeutic power of essential oils that combine the sense of smell 
with the healing value of touch. We offer a wide selection of Thai essential oils to treat 
common ailments, promote good health, increase emotional well being and promote 
muscle relaxation.

Thai De-Stress Massage    90 minutes

A luxurious ancient healing technique developed in Thai, India and Hawaii, where 
warmed aromatic oils are used in a full body massage to alleviate muscle fatigue, 
tension and improve circulation. This massage works the muscles with continuous 
�owing strokes, plus gentle stretching, encouraging you to relax. It helps to remove 
toxins from your body and relieves physical and mental stress while transmitting a life 
giving energy that assists all systems to repair and renew themselves.

Massage �erapy
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Signature Massage �erapy
Thai Lymphatic Drainage Massage  90 minutes

Eliminate toxins from your body with this gentle massage concentrating on the 
lymphatic system. This massage increases lymph �ow, relieves congestion in the 
tissues, and drains �uid from the lymph nodes. Performing lymphatic massage 
correctly can stimulate the opening of the initial lymphatic. Thai treatments stimulate 
the natural cleaning process of your body and help to promote a renewed sense of 
well being.

Thai Slimming Massage     90 minutes

Stimulates blood circulation, improves the exchange of useful substances between 
blood and connective tissue. Restores health. Improves oxygen supply to muscles 
and promotes faster recovery.  Works well with our weight management program.

Thai Poultice Massage     90 minutes

The Thai poultice massage is a unique Thai therapy, in which a selection of Thai herbs, 
warmed in a muslin poultice, are applied directly to the body in a kneading action. This 

th traditional treatment has been practiced since the 14 century to soothe muscle 
tension and stiffness. Heat and herbs are absorbed by the body to help reduce aches 
and pains, increase lymphatic drainage, assist blood circulation and condition the 
skin, leaving your muscles feeling relaxed. 
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Royal Thai Massage     90 minutes

This massage begins at your feet and moves upwards. While lying on you back or 
side, the Royal Thai massage involves muscle manipulation through the use of hands, 
thumbs and �ngertips, as opposed to palms. No oils are used. This massage does 
not involve any strenuous stretching. The pressure is deeper at the power points.

Prenatal Massage (Accept 4-8 Months)   60minutes

A pre-natal massage, promotes relaxation, soothes nerves and relieves strained back 
and leg muscles in expectant mothers. This unique massage is especially bene�cial in 
the second and third trimesters, when the extra weight in your belly puts a strain on 
your back. Pregnancy massage is safe after the �rst trimester until delivery.

Thai Traditional Foot Re�exology   30-60minutes

The foot massage of Wat Pho is a traditional Thai art, that have been used for 
prevention and treatment of disease for over 500 years. Various organs in the body 
are in contact with nerve endings that are scattered throughout the body including the 
feet. Through the stimulation of the feet, when pressed and massaged, the body’s 
organs are adjusted. When beginning the Wat Pho foot massage the feet are 
thoroughly massaged from where 26 pressure points are held in the foot which 
adjusts the element of wind to blow up the upper part of the body and balance the 
four elements. That balance then increases energy levels and performance while 
stimulating internal organs, and helps the brain to relax, which in turn makes it easier 
to sleep. Wat Pho massage is done by hand using cream or oil.

Signature Massage �erapy
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Africa’s Best Kept Secret

Addi�onal Body Essen�als
Tai chi
Tai chi is often described as “meditation in motion” but it should be called “medication in 
motion” There is growing evidence that this mind-body practice, which originated in China as 
a martial art, has value in treating or preventing many health problems. And you can get 
started even if you aren't in top shape or the best of health.

In this low-impact, slow-motion exercise, you go without pausing through a series of motions 
named for animal actions — for example, "white crane spreads its wings" — or martial arts 
moves, such as "box both ears." As you move, you breathe deeply and naturally, focusing 
your attention — as in some kinds of meditation — on your bodily sensations. Tai chi differs 
from other types of exercise in several respects. The movements are usually circular and 
never forced, the muscles are relaxed rather than tensed, the joints are not fully extended or 
bent, and connective tissues are not stretched. Tai chi can be easily adapted for anyone, from 
the �t to people con�ned to wheelchairs or recovering from surgery.

Tai Chi is a therapeutic exercise which originated as a martial art. It is a slow moving martial art 
based on the Eastern belief that a life force (chi) or energy circulates throughout the body by 
way of pathways called meridians. A disruption in this �ow of energy is believed to result in 
illness or disease. Therefore, a balance of chi is essential for health and Tai Chi is an exercise 
which promotes this proper �ow of energy. However, it is both a physical and a mental 
exercise recognized as a form of moving meditation. Its philosophy emphasizes the 
importance of the connection between the individual's mind and body. Tai Chi is a holistic 
approach accounting for the entire individual rather than focusing on the localized symptoms.
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Addi�onal Body Essen�als
Muay Thai
There are many benefits to becoming a Muay Thai kick boxer:

•  Teaches you self defense
•  Increases strength and agility
•  Increases self con�dence
•  Teaches you discipline
•  Builds your stamina
•  Helps you to lose weight

Self defense is great to learn because you never know what may happen when you are out 

and alone. In addition to the self defense, it is good for anyone who may have low self-esteem 

because it gives you con�dence in yourself. These are lessons you can take through life with 

you and use in almost any situation. Some say they even get a boost to their immune system 

from kickboxing.

Anyone can learn Muay Thai kickboxing. It is a form of unarmed combat that is appropriate for 

everyone including children. Competition is not a necessity in Muay Thai kickboxing. The 

discipline that children get from this form of martial arts can help them not only in life but in 

school as well. It can help increase their concentration and improve their grades as a result. 

Many children notice bullying is no longer a problem after they begin kickboxing classes 

because they have more self con�dence in themselves.
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Addi�onal Body Essen�als
Muay Thai Chaiya

Muay Thai Chaiya, Thai name of Thai boxing is the martial art which has been appeared along 

with Thai culture since ancient history. It was appeared in royal historical records in 12th 

century A.D. In ancient time, there is no systematic education system in Thailand, people 

always sent their son to stay at temple while daughter stay home with parents. All these 

young boys had to learn any available knowledge at the temple such as reading and writing 

local language, socialization, history, art, Buddhism, moral, discipline including the martial art. 

Hence, it would be possible that there is some hidden knowledge in this Thai martial art apart 

from the art of protection and �ghting which can used to develop them to be higher graduated 

resources. Royal historical records show that all of ancient Thai warriors had been trained by 

the monks as their master. Researchers knew that there is transfer of an ancient Muay Thai 

martial art knowledge and its culture called “Muay Chaiya” those still be trained nowadays. 

This boxing training organization didn't rely on new Thai boxing rules which designed by 

government 80 years ago and Muay Chaiya had never been used to gain income from 

competition on the stage. Without following the international rules, this organization can keep 

Muay Chaiya and culture. 
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Addi�onal Body Essen�als
Asana Yoga

Asana is defined as "posture;" its literal meaning is "seat." Originally, the asana served as 

stable postures for prolonged meditation. More than just stretching, asana open the energy 

channels, chakras and psychic centers of the body. Asana purify and strengthen the body 

and control and focus the mind. Asana is one of the eight limbs of classical Yoga, which 

states that asana should be steady and comfortable, firm yet relaxed.

Benefits of practice

The physical aspect of yoga, the asana, has been much popularized in the West, and 

devoted celebrity practitioners like Madonna and Sting have contributed to the increased 

visibility of the practice. Physically, the practice of asana is considered to:

•  improve flexibility
•  improve strength
•  improve balance 
•  reduce stress and anxiety
•  reduce symptoms of lower back pain 
•  be beneficial for asthma and Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
•  increase energy and decrease fatigue 
•  shorten labor and improve birth outcomes 
•  improve physical health and quality of life measures in the elderly
•  Improve diabetes management 
•  Reduce sleep disturbances 
•  Reduce hypertension

Yoga meaning "union" is truly the combination of mind body and the spirit. Yoga has been practiced in 

India from last thousand of years. The most common form of Yoga is the Asana yoga which refers to 

the distinct postures of the body. Asana Yoga is a way to boost strength, flexibility but also bringing 

mental and emotional strength from inside ones body. People who practice yoga, particularly the 

experts are referred as "Yogi". Each Asana or posture has a purpose and is focused around a specific 

physical benefit. If you feel that those postures are difficult to do, well mostly its true but yoga comes 

with time and starts with basic to expert level. Yoga is well known to increase stamina, improved 

muscle strength and stretch provides stability, flexibility and protection to the joints. 
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Addi�onal Body Essen�als
Bamboo dancing exercise

Many people have the limitation of the exercise program in differences way; someone have 
joint stiff and pain, someone have balance problem especially in elderly people and someone 
not have any sport equipments, so these problems make more dif�cult for anybody to start 
exercise. Bamboo exercise can help you to solve these problem such as, it can help you 
move your joint easier, can control your body more balance, feel more con�dent to do 
exercise and don't need to use any complex equipments. It can help you improve range of 
motion of your joint, improve your cardiovascular system, increase your muscle strength, 
improve muscle and joint more �exibility and also can massage your muscle also. 
Everybody can do exercise with bamboo especially in people who have joint problems or 
even in elder people which commonly had balance problem.

Aqua Aerobics Training - Benefits

•  Reduced impact on joints
•  Reduced stress on joints by decreasing weight bearing
•  Tones muscles
•  Improved balance and posture
•  Increases �exibility, reducing capability for injury

Since the effects of gravity are reduced in water, impact is reduced while resistance to the 
movement is increased due to �uid dynamics. A water based class can burn more calories 
than a comparable land based class due to the increased resistance to movement while 
providing an increase in muscle strength and endurance. Both cardiovascular and strength 
training exercises may be part of an aqua �tness program. Strength gains are not as good as 
weight bearing exercises on land since the weight is reduced by the buoyancy of the water. 
Buoyancy is de�ned as the ability of water to support the body's weight.

Water based exercise reduces body weight by about 90% when immersed to the chest level, 
which alleviates stress on joints and the supporting tissues. At the same time, resistance is 
increased by a multiple factor depending on the speed of movement due to water's higher 
density over air. Exercise in water has an added advantage that it can provide a user 
selectable resistance to movements. In addition, water pressure on the legs assists in 
circulation.



Surrender, Relax, this is time reserved especially for you. Trust your therapist, you are in the 
best hands, revel in your treatment and know that you deserve this healthy interlude.

WHISPER

Please keep conversations in the Re�ection room and treatment areas at a low volume.

ECO-AWARENESS

Organic focus and environment awareness is part of our foundation and ethos. Our intention is to provide you with 
a natural, chemical free environment; skin care products that provide you with the best that nature has to offer and 
knowing hands to guide you on a path of well-being.

COMMUNICATING YOUR PREFERENCES

We would like to customise your treatment to the �nest detail of you preference. Please complete our (My 
Essence) consultation card prior to your treatment to guide us in our product and treatment selection. All aspects 
of treatment can be modi�ed to your taste: amount of light, room temperature, and whether or not you choose to 
have a conversation or enjoy the treatment in silence. If you want the therapist to give you a deep massage, or be 
gentler, let him or her know. Also, feel free to ask questions. Your therapist will enjoy knowing your thoughts and 
clarifying any issues you may have. If any part of your experience is unsatisfactory, �rst tell the therapist. If the 
response isn’t helpful, speak to a supervisor.

THERAPISTS

Please inform us should you prefer either a male or female therapist, don’t hesitate to let your choice be known. 
Also, if you have enjoyed the services of a particular therapist on a prior visit, feel free to request that person.

GROUP ADVANCE BOOKING 

Your preferred treatment time is important to us and we do recommend that you book as far in advance as 
possible.

Spa Etiquette
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MEDICAL CONDITIONS
Be sure to mention any medical conditions when you book your Spa day. Certain treatments may not be advisable 
for you. Also, tell the therapist if you’re wearing contact lenses before you have a facial.

MIXING ACTIVITIES AND SPA-GOING
We do recommend that you try to stay out of the sun and avoid alcoholic beverages on the day of your treatment. 
Also refrain from physically demanding endeavour after a Spa appointment; rather soak up the after glow of Spa 
going.

EXPLORING THE FACILITY
On arrival at the Spa, your Spa host will take you on a guided introduction of our facilities to ensure you are familiar 
with the diverse offering. 
The tour will acquaint you with your surroundings and introduce you to the complimentary Spa facilities.

USING SHARED FACILITIES
Before entering a soaking pool, swimming pool, or whirlpool, always shower. When enjoying the sauna or steam, 
always sit on your towel and wear the slip on shoes provided by the Spa.

NUDITY
On arrival you will be provided with a luscious Spa robe and slip-on shoes. Traditional Thai massages are done fully 
clothed in pure cotton Thai attire provided by us. Swimsuits are required in all public areas. However, facilities in the 
change rooms, such as the sauna and steam-rooms may be enjoyed either in a bathing suit or with no clothing at 
all.

SPA ATTIRE
Daily attire is very casual, with the emphasis on comfort. In addition to a swimsuit, we suggest you bring light 
workout clothes, warm up suits and  comfort wear for after your treatments. Deep relaxation will cause your body 
temperature to drop. Jewellery should be left in the locker provided in the Change room.

VALUABLES
In order to avoid all worries and stress leave all jewellery and valuables in the locker provided in the change room 
and don’t bring them to the spa.

SHAVING
If you must shave, do so at least two hours before your scheduled appointment, particularly if you’re a man 
receiving a facial or a woman receiving any kind of scheduled bodywork.

Spa Etiquette
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EATING AND DRINKING
Try not to eat for at least an hour before a treatment, and avoid the consumption of alcohol on the day of a 
treatment. Drink plenty of water before and afterward, especially if you plan to enjoy heat therapy.

SPA CUISINE
Our Spa Café, Greens and Teas, provides healthy and nutritious meals, included in your day package. Please let 
us know if you have any dietary preferences. Our food philosophy is as organic, wholesome and in season as 
possible and healthy – and possibly enlightening experience.

SMOKING
With improved health as a goal we support a smoke free environment and want you to bene�t from our pure 
unpolluted air, a treatment in itself. Guided breathing exercises are available on request.

CHILDREN
Scholars from the age of 16 are welcome when accompanied by an adult. This is for safety as well as the impact on 
the comfort and relaxation of others.

PETS
We prefer them wild...As a wildlife conservancy we do not allow any pets.

CELL PHONES
Leave phones and pagers at home or in the locker provided in the change room

or turn them off before entering the Spa.

GRATUITIES
Gratuities are not included, about 10 percent is customary, but you may of course leave more or less, depending 
on the quality of the service and entirely at your own discretion. Gratuities will be shared amongst the entire team 
unless you speci�cally mention an individual.

Spa Etiquette
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